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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which statement is true about the Filter Portal Records feature
in FileMaker Pro 12?
A. The feature requires one or more additional relationships to
be added to the Relationships Graph.
B. There can be one unique filter formula applied for each
portal state (Normal State, In Focus, Hover, or Pressed)
C. Aggregate functions (e.g., Sum, Count) based on the portal's
relationship will not be affected by the portal's filter
formula.
D. The portal filter formula must refer to at least one field
in the immediately related table.
E. The portal filter formula may not refer to any globally
stored fields, summary fields, or unstored calculation fields.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
APM can verify which four of the following details before
granting a user access to a resource?
A. The user's username
B. The user's Web browser
C. The network speed
D. The user's computer
E. User's hard drive encryption software
F. Groups the user is a member of
Answer: A,B,D,F
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Once you define a custom fiscal year structure, your company
can not return to the standard fiscal year calendar.
A. False
B. True
Answer: B
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